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Read the texts around the image. Beginning in
the upper left corner, follow the commentary
counter clockwise. Read each text out loud
and discuss it with your partner. Make sure you
carefully look at the image and use its details
to support your opinions. You can choose
whether to use the following questions to
guide your discussion:
01

WHO WILL I BE?

Hillel the Elder (c. 110 BCE–c. 10 CE) is considered one
of the foremost interpreters of Jewish law and text. The
hundreds of debates between Hillel and his
contemporary Shammai helped to clarify and improve
understanding of Jewish law. This quote from Pirkei
Avot (Words of the Fathers) is perhaps Hillel’s most
famous.
1.	What do you think these questions mean? Why do
you think Rabbi Hillel asked them?
2.	What does it mean to “be for” someone else? What
do you need to do or know to “be for” someone else?
3.	Why do you think it’s important to act now, instead
of waiting?
4.	Can you think of a time you supported someone else?

02

NOW IS THE TIME

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1929–1968) is
synonymous with the civil rights movement and with
the nonviolent civil disobedience he supported. A
Baptist minister and president of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, he was the driving
force behind the 1955 Montgomery Bus Boycott as well
as the 1963 March on Washington, where he gave his
famous “I Have a Dream” speech. King was assassinated
in 1968 while in Memphis to support striking sanitation
workers.
1.	Underline all the negative adjectives in this text.
Circle all the neutral or positive adjectives. What
kind of picture does this text paint?
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2.	Why do you think King said that “now is the time?”
What was happening before this time? What do you
think he hopes will happen after this time?
3.	Why do you think Rev. King said we need to “lift our
nation?” How can one accomplish this? How is this
different from lifting up a single person?

03

AN APPEAL

John Lewis (b. 1940) is a prominent American civil
rights leader and U.S. Representative for Georgia’s Fifth
Congressional District. His activism began as a student
in Nashville, and in 1963 he became the chairman of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
He spoke at and helped organize the March on
Washington. In 1965 Lewis led the marches from Selma
to Montgomery with King and other civil rights
activists.
1.	Where was Lewis telling everyone to go? What’s the
difference between fighting for freedom in the
streets versus in one’s home?
2.	What was Lewis referring to when he said “the
revolution of 1776?” Why do you think Lewis
referenced it? Can you think of a specific text from
that revolution that Lewis might have used to
support his appeal?
3.	If you were listening to Lewis’s speech, how do you
think you would feel? Would you answer his appeal?
How?

04

SHAMEFUL SILENCE

Rabbi Dr. Joachim Prinz (1902-1988) served as a rabbi in
Berlin before being expelled from Germany by the Nazis
in 1937 and immigrating to the United States with his
wife and children. It was his experiences in Europe that
led Prinz, a frequent public speaker and pulpit rabbi, to
devote himself to civil rights causes. Dr. Prinz made this
speech on August 28, 1963, at the March on Washington
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organized by Martin Luther King.
1.	Why did Dr. Prinz say that “the most shameful …
problem is silence?” Who was he talking to?
2.	Was Dr. Prinz making a comparison between 1960s
racism in the United States and that of Nazi
Germany? Would you make such a comparison? Why
or why not?
3.	Do you think you would have attended the March on
Washington? Who do you think did attend? Who do
you think chose not to attend?

05

THE PITFALLS OF COMPROMISE

Malcolm X, born Malcolm Little (1925-1965), was an
outspoken activist who believed in achieving civil rights
“by any means necessary,” a challenge to Martin Luther
King’s pursuit of integration through nonviolence. He
became closely associated with the Nation of Islam
movement and converted to Islam in 1948. These words
are from a November 10, 1963, speech that argued for
international resistance of black and brown peoples
against white racism. He eventually distanced himself
from the Nation of Islam, after which Nation members
assassinated him on February 21, 1965 at a rally in New
York City.
1.	How did Malcolm X use the analogy of cream in
coffee to describe the civil rights movement? Who or
what is the coffee? Who or what is the cream?
2.	Hillel argued that one should not be “for myself
alone.” Do you think Malcolm X would have agreed
or disagreed, especially regarding white allies
supporting the civil rights movement?
4.	Think about the importance of Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam to Rabbi Heschel, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., and Malcolm X. Why do you think religion
played such an important role in the civil rights
movement?
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MY LEGS WERE PRAYING

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907-1972), one of the
twentieth century’s most prominent theologians and
philosophers, spoke these words to describe his feelings
about walking alongside King in the March 21, 1965,
march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, to protest
voting restrictions against African Americans in
southern states. Heschel escaped Nazi-occupied Poland
in 1940 and taught at the Jewish Theological Seminary
in New York City until his death in 1972.
1.	Have you ever felt as if your “legs were praying?”
How would you describe that feeling?
2.	What do you think Rabbi Heschel was expressing
about the relationship between protest and prayer?
3.	Who do you think Rabbi Heschel was speaking to?
4.	What do you think the hardest part of taking political
action might be?

07 STRONG PEOPLE DON’T NEED STRONG
LEADERS
Civil rights leader Ella Baker (1903-1986) believed in the
necessity of grassroots organizing and the critical
importance of individual and group action in the
success of the civil rights movement. In 1960 Baker, a
lifelong civil rights activist, co-founded the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), one of
the most important organizations to the civil rights
movement. SNCC focused on voter registration and
helped to organize the 1961 Freedom Rides and the 1964
Freedom Summer.
1.	What was Ella Baker’s model for achieving civil
rights? Do you think this could be an effective way to
achieve civil rights?
2.	Ella Baker emphasized grassroots activism over
following individual leaders. What is the difference?
3.	Can people effectively work together to achieve a
common goal without a strong leader? Can you
describe an example from your own life to support
your response?
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RIDING FOR FREEDOM

Carol Silver (b. 1938) grew up in a Massachusetts Jewish
family. After graduating from the University of Chicago in
1960, she joined the Freedom Riders, activists who traveled
south on buses to protest racial discrimination. They faced
taunting, beatings, and imprisonment.
1.	Why do you think Carol Silver decided to risk beatings,
imprisonment, and even her life to support the civil
rights movement?
2.	What do you think being an activist means? Are there
different ways to be an activist?
3.	How do you think Carol Silver connected her Jewish
identity with her activism?

09

THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT TODAY

Bree Newsome (b. 1985) drew national attention on June
25, 2015, when she climbed the flagpole in front of the
South Carolina Capitol building and lowered the
Confederate flag. The flag was originally raised in 1961 as a
statement of opposition to the civil rights movement and
lunch counter sit-ins occurring at the time. The June 17,
2015 massacre of nine black parishioners by a white
supremacist at Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Charleston reignited controversy over South
Carolina’s flag.
1.	What did the Confederate flag mean to Bree Newsome?
Can you think of any other meanings it may have to
other people?
2.	Do you think activists like Newsome are continuing the
tradition of civil rights activism of the 1950s and 1960s?
Why or why not?
3.	After Newsome removed the flag, authorities
immediately put it back up. Why? Do you think actions
like Newsome’s are politically effective? Would you have
made the same decision as Newsome?
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